


ENTER THE 
ALCHEMIST
Sacred geometry. Meticulously plotted diagrams. 
Charted experimentation. The hierarchy of Noble 
Materials revealed. Gold, silver and copper inlays 
form opulent details in natural textures. Sleek 
stonework with gleaming touches of polished 
metal. Nature takes form, an unexpected pairing 
of movement and texture. A curated study of true 
alchemy, in tile and broadloom. 

Design is exquisite.

SLAB TILE 5T133
onyx 33505

installed monolithic

on the cover  
alchemy tile 5T135 in onyx silver 33505 + forge platinum 33518  
and honed tile 5T134 in onyx 33505 
see shawcontractgroup.com for installation key



HONED TILE 5T134 
carrara 33100
installed monolithic

ALCHEMY TILE 5T135 
alabaster gold 33111 

installed monolithic



SLEEK TEXTURES SHIFT AND MERGE
 slab tile 5T133 in alabaster 33111 and  

honed tile 5T134 in alabaster 33111 and  
alchemy tile 5T135 in alabaster gold 33111 

see shawcontractgroup.com for installation key



PERFECTION IN FORM AND BEAUTY
honed tile 5T134 in carrara 33100 and alchemy tile 5T135 
in alabaster gold 33111 + forge platinum 33518 
see shawcontractgroup.com for installation key



FORM TILE 5T136
onyx silver 33505

installed brick

MATTE SURFACES JUXTAPOSED WITH REFINED METAL DETAILS



OPULENT PRECISION
form tile 5T136 in onyx silver 33505 + forge platinum 33518 
see shawcontractgroup.com for installation key



STRATA 5A220
alabaster 20111

FAULT 5A221
alabaster gold 20111

BROADLOOM COORDINATES



ALCHEMY 
MEETS 
OPULENCE
Sacred geometry. Meticulously plotted diagrams. 
Charted experimentation. The hierarchy of Noble 
Materials revealed. Metallic inlays form opulent 
details in luxurious texture. Spun from velvet 
weave technology, exquisitely woven broadloom is 
constructed with revered precision with a luxurious 
feel. Sleek, shifting textures emulating stone with 
polished metal details for lavish appeal. Natural, 
layered dimension is pure plush. 
 
Design is exquisite.

base metal 5A219
in carrara silver 18100

on the cover 
monolith 5A218 in onyx 18505



base metal 5A219
in onyx silver 18505

base metal 5A219
in onyx silver 18505

PERFECTION IN FORM AND BEAUTY



monolith 5A218
in alabaster 18111

monolith 5A218
in alabaster 18111



strata 5A220
in alabaster 20111

fault 5A221
in alabaster gold 20111

BROADLOOM COORDINATES



alchemy tile 5T135 
in alabaster gold 33111 

installed monolithic

honed tile 5T134 
in carrara 33100
installed monolithic

TILE COORDINATES

form tile 5T136
in onyx silver 33505

installed brick

slab tile 5T133
in onyx 33505
installed monolithic

Visit shawcontractgroup.com or contact your local Shaw Contract Group account manager for more information on Noble Materials carpet tile.



ENTER THE 
ALCHEMIST
Sacred geometry. Meticulously plotted diagrams. 
Charted experimentation. The hierarchy of Noble 
Materials revealed. Gold, silver and copper inlays 
form opulent details in natural textures. Sleek 
stonework with gleaming touches of polished 
metal. Nature takes form, an unexpected pairing 
of movement and texture. A curated study of true 
alchemy, in tile and broadloom. 

Design is exquisite.

FAULT 5A221
alabaster gold 20111



STRATA 5A220 
alabaster 20111



ALCHEMY TILE 5T135 
alabaster gold 33111 

installed monolithic

HONED TILE 5T134 
carrara 33100
installed monolithic

TILE COORDINATES

FORM TILE 5T136
onyx silver 33505

installed brick

SLAB TILE 5T133
onyx 33505
installed monolithic

Visit shawcontractgroup.com or contact your local Shaw Contract Group account manager for more information on Noble Materials carpet tile.




